Seamless Fabric Wall Covering
Installation Instructions
Tools Needed




Sponge
Pencil
Smoothing Tool





Plumb Line / Spirit
Level
Roller & Tray
Steel Spatula






Wallpaper Knife
Sandpaper
Scraper
Wallpaper Paste

Preparations









Wallpaper paste is required for this material.
This wall covering is made to be installed as a single seamless panel. The printable height of this
material is up to 124”. It is recommended to get a friend or second person to help install.
Clear furniture & other obstructions from work area.
Clean wall with lightly damp cloth using tap water to ensure it is free of dust and debris. Do not
use chemicals.
Wall should be smooth and clean. Sand any rough areas, if necessary. Prime if it has not been
previously painted.
Turn off breaker to any electricity running to the wall you are installing on (only required for
when installing around outlets or light switches). Remove & cover exposed outlets or switches
to protect them from getting wet.
Cover your flooring with tarp or absorbent drop cloth, if necessary.

Seamless Installation






Unroll the wall covering. Ensure that it will cover the entire area per the measurements you
supplied when ordering. Lay it flat for a few minutes to let it uncurl.
Draw a plumb line down the left hand corner of your wall as a guide to align the left edge of the
wall covering.
Apply the paste generously and evenly to the entire wall area using a paint roller. Make sure the
paste does not dry out -- if necessary add a pint of water per gallon.
Make sure that the wall covering design is both vertically plumb and horizontally level when
applying to the wall.
Carefully smooth out bubbles and creases using a smoothing tool from the middle out to the
edges. Be sure to keep the tool clean at all times
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Use a damp sponge to clean the surface from any paste residue.
After the wall covering and adhesive has dried, trim the top and bottom and around any
framework – Ensure that the wall covering is pushed into the corners and edges before
trimming the excess. Steel rules or spatulas are ideal for neat and straight cuts. Replace your
knife blade often.

Removal



Beginning at the top pull the wall covering back on itself at an angle until it is completely
removed.
Use a damp sponge to remove any paste residue once removal is completed.
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